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Learning the Basics of Neural Networks
Inspired by the brain

Some groups of neurons firing in one layer
cause certain other groups to fire

Neural → What are the neurons?
Networks → How are they linked together?
Example: MNIST Data
28 x 28 pixel image → flattened to 784 neurons
= A neuron
(“Activation” 0.00 to 1.00)

= Connections
between layers (each
assigned a “weight”)
Source: 3Blue1Brown

Understanding the Tactile Periphery
First order tactile neurons in the hairless skin of
the human hand have spatially complex
receptive fields

Source: Pruszynski and Johansson (2014)

This arrangement permits the signalling of
important features of touched objects
Ex. the orientation of a touched edge
(Pruszynski and Johansson, 2014)

How do we get spatially complex receptive ﬁelds?
Heterogeneous receptive field made up of random
distribution of highly sensitive zones

Mechanoreceptors branch
and have many
transduction sites endpoints make up highly
sensitive zones

First order neurons
branch and innervate
many
mechanoreceptors

Signals from groups
of first order
neurons processed
in the CNS

Before understanding CNS motor processing, we must first understand
processing at the tactile periphery

Applying Neural Networks to Model the
Tactile Periphery

Weight matrix - heterogeneous receptive fields
of the first order neurons

Input: Skin surface touching
a shape; broken into grid
28

Output: “a”

28

Layer 1
Small patch of
skin (784 units)

Layer 2
Layers 3 and 4
1st order neurons
Functional
(81 units)
abstraction of CNS

Sparsity and Sampling the Input Space
Natural stimuli can be represented well by a small number of dominant components
→ The nervous system and models for the nervous system can exploit this sparsity using:

Heterogeneous sampling

Compressed Sampling

Heterogeneous sampling of an input
space by receptive fields (previously
described)

When sampling of sparse input space
is sufficiently random, compressed
sampling allows a system to fully
reconstruct a sparse signal with very
few measurements

Neural networks implicitly learn the
statistical regularities of the stimuli to
which they are exposed

(Candes and
Wakin, 2008)

(Zhao, Daley, Pruszynski, 2018)

Compressed Sampling seems kind of
backwards . . .
Intuitively, feeding in more data should get us a more accurate model
However, more data also means MORE ENERGY
More energy biologically
●

More neurons, more
connections and
firing, more energy
consumption

More energy to train model
●

Much longer
processing time to
train the neural
network

Putting Everything Together
Weight matrix
Instead of heterogeneous receptive
fields, apply compressed sensing

By applying compressed sampling theory to
the neural network model of the tactile
periphery, we can observe how types of
sampling may be utilized in biological systems
●
●
●

Layer 1
Small patch of
skin (784 units)

Layer 2
Layers 3 and 4
1st order neurons
Functional
(81 units)
abstraction of CNS

Improve accuracy in the presence of
additive noise
Saves energy with fewer neurons firing
Observe how it compares to
heterogeneous receptive fields

Where are we now?
Next Step:
Integrate compressive
sampling and compare
results with model using
heterogeneous receptive
fields

Learned how to
build a neural network
with MNIST data using PyTorch

Loaded alphabets and
braille to provide data for the
neural network model of the
tactile periphery

In progress:
Training a 4 layer
feedforward neural
network model
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